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HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN SESSIONS CASE 

District :-  Goalpara.

IN THE COURT OF ADDL. DISTRICT JUDGE, GOALPARA.

                       Present:- Sri S. Hazarika, A.J.S.
Addl. District Judge,
Goalpara.

Sessions Case No.132/2015.

 U/s.120(B)/448/364(A)/506/34 IPC.

            State 
      -vs-

         1.Sudhadhan Daimary,2. Luicist Sangma, 

3. Wax-birth Sangma, 4.Lincoln Marak,

                           5. Alary Basumatary and 6. Mojinee 

  Sangma

                                   ......... Accused.

 

   Committed by learned CJM, Goalpara in G.R. Case 

No.2324/14 on 20/06/14.

          

                         
       Ld. Advocates appeared  :-  

For the State            :-Sri N. K. Nath, Addl. Public prosecutor.

For the accused       :-  Mr. A. Hussain, Advocate.

Date of evidence      :- 09/04/2019, 30/07/2018, 28/09/2018 & 
      02/02/2019.

Date of argument     :- 26/03/2019

Date of judgment      :- 06/04/2019.

J U D G M E N T 

PROSECUTION CASE :-

The prosecution case, in brief, is that an F.I.R lodged has

been lodged by one Hirumoni Ray with O/C, Dudhnoi P.S. wherein she
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stated that on 15/10/2014 at around 9.45 P.M. some 10/12 unknown

miscreants  armed  with  deadly  weapons  wearing   army  clothes

surrounded  their  house  and  some of  them entered  into  the  house.

Thereafter, they gagged the mouth of her husband and took him with

them  and  since  then  whereabouts  of  the  person  is  not  known.

Accordingly, the informant prayed for taking necessary action and also

recovery of her husband. 

INVESTIGATION :

On receipt of the F.I.R.  O/C of Dudhnoi PS registered the

present  case  and  investigation  was  done.  During  the  course  of

investigation, the I/O visited the P.O. and prepared the Sketch Map. The

I/O seized some mobile phones with SIM Cards and Identify Card of

Waxbirth  Sangma.  The  I/O  also  seized  Mobile  handsets  from  Alary

Basumatary,  Majenee  Sangma,   L.  Marak  and  Luicist  Sangma.  The

accused persons were arrested and after completion of investigation

submitted Charge Sheet  against the accused persons to face trial. It

may me mentioned herein that accused Jonak Daimary was declared

absconder  and  the  case  was  feld  against  him  and  other  accused

persons have faced trial.

COMMITMENT OF THE CASE :

The   copies of relevant documents were furnished to the

accused persons.  As the case was found to be exclusively triable by

the Court of Sessions, the present case was committed by the learned

CJM,Goalpara, to the Court of Sessions, Goalpara, and thereafter, the

trial commenced.

CHARGE :

After  considering  the  materials  on  record  and   hearing

both  parties  the  Court  framed   charges  120(B)/448/364(A)/506/34

against the accused persons. The contents of the charges were read

over and explained to the accused persons to which they pleaded not

guilty and claimed to be tried.

POINTS  FOR DETERMINATION ARE :

    (i) Whether  the  accused  persons  on  15/10/2014  at

around  9:45  P.M.  in  furtherance  of  your  common  intention  hatched
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criminal conspiracy in order to kidnap the victim ?

 (ii) Whether the accused persons on the same date and

time committed criminal trespass into the house of the informant ?

 (iii) Whether  the  accused  persons  on  the  same  date,

time  and  place  kidnapped  Munindra  Roy  forcefully  taking  him  with

them by gagging his mouth in order to extract ransom ?

 (iv) Whether  the  accused  persons  on  the  same  date,

time and place committed criminal intimidation to the informant and

her family members with dire consequences ?

After  closing  the  evidence  of  the  prosecution  side  the

statements  of  the  accused  persons  U/S.313  Cr.P.C.  were  recorded

wherein they denied each and every circumstances  against them.

DECISION AND  REASONS THEREOF :

 I have heard arguments advanced by learned Counsel for

both sides and also gone through the evidence on record.

 In the instant case,   the prosecution side examined as

many as Four witnesses in order to bring home the charges against the

accused persons. Among the witnesses PW1 is the informant and wife

of the  victim, PW2 is the victim, PW3 is the brother of the informant

and PW4 is the I/O of the case.

The allegation in the F.I.R is that on the date of occurrence

some  miscreants  entered  the  compound  of  the  informant  and

thereafter entered into the house of the informant. The husband of the

informant was taken out by the miscreants and all the miscreants were

carrying arms  wearing army uniform. The informant in her evidence

stated that on 15/10/2014 at around 9:30 P.M. while she was preparing

to sleep she heard sound of opening the gate. 10/12 persons wearing

army uniform came and called her husband. They switch of all  the

lights and snatched her mobile. 3 /4 persons entered into her room

and confned her and thereafter, they took  her husband. Again,

at around 3:00 A.M in the morning three persons came and asked

for  husband’s  clothes and took away the bag.  Thereafter,  she

informed her brother. Next morning she lodged the F.I.R. with O/C

of Dudhnai P.S. The miscreants thereafter demanded Rs.20 Lakhs as

ransom and repeatedly demand was made from  diferent telephone
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numbers to her brother-in-law. They also threatened to kill her husband

and after a week her husband was released  and kidnappers took Rs.5

Lakhs.

 The  evidence  of  the  informant shows that  her  husband

was kidnapped by some persons and the victim was confned by them

for  more  than  a  week  and  thereafter  he  was  released.  PW2  also

corroborated the  fact regarding his kidnapping. PW3 is the brother-in-

law of the informant who also corroborated the fact of  kidnapping of

the victim(PW2). 

Now the  question   is  to  be  decided  as  to  whether  the

accused persons who are facing in trial are involved in kidnapping the

victim.

PW1  in  her  F.I.R  clearly  stated  that  10/12  unknown

persons/  miscreants  entered her  house  and thereafter,  her  husband

was taken away with them. In her evidence she also corroborated the

fact  as   she  nowhere  stated  that  the  accused  persons  involved  in

kidnapping her husband.  The informant in her evidence also admitted

the fact that he does not know any of the accused persons. Thus, she

did  not  implicate  any  of  the  accused  persons  regarding  their

involvement in kidnapping her husband and therefore, her dissidence is

no value in order to bring home the charges against any of the accused

persons.

 PW2  is the victim of the alleged incident he stated that he

knows  the accused persons who are his co-villagers. On 15/10/2014 at

around 9:15 P.M. he heard the sound of opening the gate and as came

out.   He saw 10/12 persons wearing army dresses came inside the

compound and switched of the light. Two persons  awaited beside him

armed with weapons.  They asked his name and as he disclosed his

name,  they dragged him out of the gate. He was blind folded  and

taken away. He was asked to walk through the paddy feld and over the

stream/water. They crossed the railway line and after about one hour

he was taken in a bike. Three other persons were riding in the  bike . He

was taken to the jungle and confned in the house of some Garo person.

Thereafter, he was asked to wear army uniform and they crossed 6/7

hill’s top. He was kept in a house and from there he was shifted to a

‘Changghar’. He was kept for two days and thereafter, he was again

shifted. They confned him for about 7 days and during these times he
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was assaulted. Thereafter, in the evening he was  released at Damara

Bazar.  He was given a mobile and some money and from there  he

called up his relatives  who rescued him.

 The  witness  also  corroborated  the  fact  regarding  his

kidnapping by 10/12 persons. He vividly described incident as to  how

he  was  confned  and  taken  away  till  his  release  but  the  witness

remained silent regarding identity of the accused persons who actually

kidnapped him. The witness in his cross-examination clearly admitted

that he does not recognize the persons who actually kidnapped him.

The admission of this witness clearly shows that none of the accused

persons  who  were  present  in  the  Court   nowhere  involved   in

kidnapping the victim. Therefore, the witness also could not implicate

any of the accused persons.

 PW3 is the brother of the victim who also corroborated the

fact  of  kidnapping  of  his  brother.  He  stated  that  on  the  date  of

occurrence at around 10 P.M. the informant came crying and informed

him about kidnapping of her husband. They looked for her husband and

after a few days his brother was recovered.

 The witness admittedly was not present at  the P.O. and

he  heard  about  the  incident  from  the  informant.  Admittedly,  the

witness  stays  in  a  diferent  house.  He  was  not  present  when  the

miscreants came to kidnap his brother. Therefore, naturally he cannot

recognize the person who actually kidnapped the victim.

 Lastly,  the evidence of  the I/O who described the steps

taken by him during the course of his investigation proved the various

documents including the Sketch Map  Ext.2 and fve seizure lists as

Exts. 3 to 7  and also the charge Sheet Ext.8. The evidence of I/O at

best support’s the prosecution case but cannot prove the charges. In

the instant case the complainant and the victim were eye witnesses  to

the occurrence and none of them could identify the miscreants who

committed the ofence. The evidence of the complainant and the victim

clearly shows that they could not recognize the kidnappers and they

remained silent regarding involvement any of the accused persons with

the alleged ofence.

 Considering the evidence in its entirety it transpires that

the prosecution has  failed to bring home the charges against all the
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accused persons and therefore, the accused persons are entitled  to be

acquitted and accordingly, all the accused persons are acquitted.

 

The bail bonds stand cancelled after six month from the

date of the Judgment.

The seized  articles be released  by I/O from whom seized

in due course of time.

Given under my hand and seal  of  this Court on this 6th

day of April, 2019.

Dictated and corrected by:-

     

  ( Sri S. Hazarika, AJS,)
 (Sanjay Hazarika, AJS)        Addl. District Judge, Goalpara.

Addl. District  Judge, Goalpara.

Typed by: Jajneswar Nr. Deb, Stenographer, Goalpara.
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  APPENDIX                        Sessions Case   No.135/15.  

PROSECUTION WITNESSES:-

PW1 -Hirumoni Ray

PW2- Manindra Ray

PW3-Dhiraj Roy

PW4-I/O, Jyotish Das

DEFENCE WITNESS : 

NIL

COURT WITNESS:

NIL.

 PROSECUTION EXHIBITS :-

Ext.1-Ezahar.

Ext.2-Sketch Map.

Exts.3 to 7- Seizure lists.

Ext.8-Charge Sheet.

DEFENCE EXHIBITS :

NIL.

                                                                               

                                                                    ( S. Hazarika, AJS)

      Addl. Sessions,Goalpara.


